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	2019/May Braindump2go 300-170 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE New Updated Today! Following are some new 300-170 Exam

Questions:1.|2019 Latest 300-170 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) Instant Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/300-170.html
2.|2019 Latest 300-170 Exam Questions & Answers Instant

Download:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNUlhkLWQ5UVdfaWM?usp=sharingNew QuestionRefer to the

exhibit. You attempt to configure a local SPAN session on a Cisco Nexus 1000V Series Switch by using the vEthernet interface of

VM1 as the source port and the vEthernet destination port. Which description of what happens to the SPAN session is true?A.    It

can be successfully only logged to a file on VEM1.B.    It secceeds.C.    Both VMs must be on same VLAN for this work.D.    It

fails.Answer: DNew QuestionRefer to the exhibit. Which two VRFs does Cisco NX-OS create by default? (Choose two.)A.   

defaultB.    managementC.    PKAD.    adminE.    globalAnswer: ABNew QuestionYou have a Cisco Nexus device that is

configured to use RADIUS serve. What occur when local RBAC user account roles and RADIUS roles exist simultaneously?A.   

Only rules that are in the local roles and the RADIUS roles are appliedB.    Only rules from the local roles are applied.C.    Only

rules from the RADIUS roles are applied.D.    The rules from the local roles and the RADIUS roles are merged.Answer: BNew

QuestionWhen running Cisco NX-OS, which description of route leaking between VRFs is true?A.    By default the maximum

number of IP prefixes that can be imported from the default VRF to a non-default VRF is 500.B.    Route leaking can be restricted to

specific routes by using a VASI interface.C.    Route leaking is supported only between the default VRF and a non-default VRF.D.   

VRF route leaking requires an Enterprise license.Answer: DNew QuestionRefer to the exhibit. You must extend Layer 2 services

out of the Cisco ACI fabric configuring contracts for the connected devoices. Which options do you extend?A.    EPG out of the ACI

fabricB.    Layer 2 domain by using remote VTEFC.    bridge domain out of the ACI fabricD.    VMM out of the ACI fabricAnswer:
BNew QuestionWhen configuring the SVS Domain in Layer 2 mode in he Cisco Nexus 1000v, which three parameter are required?

(Choose three)A.    port profileB.    control VLANC.    domain IDD.    attributeE.    packet VLANF.    port groupAnswer: BCENew

QuestionWhich type of connection is supported by Layer 3 in the Cisco ACI fabric?A.    eBGP over OSPFB.    eBGP over EIGRPC.

   eBGP over RIPD.    iBGP over EIGRPAnswer: ANew QuestionWhen you provision a VDC, which command is used in VDC

configuration mode?A.    vrf context- <vrf name>B.    boot-order <number>C.    vdc resource template <vdc template name>D.   

vdc combined-hostnameAnswer: BNew QuestionRefer to the exhibit. What is the result of the configuration?A.    It enforces the

distributed firewall.B.    It requires a reboot of the Cisco APIC before enabling the firewall rulesC.    It removes firewall information

from the Cisco AVS.D.    It monitors all the TCP traffic without enforcing the firewall rules.Answer: ANew QuestionRefer to the

exhibit. Which description of the state of the m-band management configuration is true?A.    A contract named default is consumed

by the m-band EPG.B.    VLAN 10 is the m-band management VLAN.C.    In-band management is functional.D.    A bridge domain

was not assigned.Answer: BNew QuestionWhich situation causes POAP to auto provision a switch?A.    The startup configuration

is corrupt.B.    The switch is powered on after being offline for more than 48 hours.C.    The startup configuration is missing.The

startup configuration is corrupt, and you manually rebooted the switchAnswer: C!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2019 Latest 300-170 Exam

Dumps (PDF & VCE) Instant Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/300-170.html2.|2019 Latest 300-170 Study Guide

Video Instant Download: YouTube Video: YouTube.com/watch?v=AgCaggKbwg0
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